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25In this paper, we question the simplicity of the common prescription that more thinking leads to better
26moral choices. In three studies, we discover that the relationship between how complexly one reasons
27before making a decision with moral consequences is related to the outcome of that decision in a curvi-
28linear way. Using two different moral decisions and both measuring and manipulating the level of cog-
29nitive complexity employed by the decision maker, we find that decisions made after reasoning with low
30and high levels of cognitive complexity are less moral than those made after reasoning at moderate levels
31of complexity. These results suggest that the best moral decisions are those that have been reasoned
32through ‘‘just enough’’. Further, and at least as important, they illustrate the need to expand our study
33of ethical behavior beyond simple effects, and to gain a deeper understanding of the thought processes
34of individuals faced with moral choices.
35� 2013 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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38 Introduction

39 A pivotal debate in moral psychology centers on the role of rea-
40 soning in making ethical decisions. Moral development theory, de-
41 rived from Kantian philosophical traditions, is based on the idea
42 that optimal moral action becomes self-evident through rational
43 thought and careful deliberation (e.g., Kant, 1785/1993; Kohlberg,
44 1975; Rest, 1986). However, a little over a decade ago, Haidt’s mor-
45 al intuitionist perspective (2001) challenged the importance of rea-
46 soning in moral choice. Haidt’s central claim is that moral decisions
47 are made intuitively, and moral reasoning is only employed as a
48 means to justify, post hoc, decisions already made. His perspective
49 resonates with work on motivated moral reasoning, which argues
50 that individuals can marshal complex reasoning in order to justify
51 morally suspect choices (Ditto, Pizarro, & Tannenbaum, 2009). On
52 the surface, these two research traditions present incommensurate
53 predictions about the role of reasoning in moral choice, with the
54 former advancing that sophisticated moral reasoning will improve
55 moral choices, and the latter proposing that complex reasoning is
56 more likely evidence of the desire to rationalize immoral ones.
57 How might these two views be reconciled? This paper picks up
58 the conversation about the relationship between reasoning and
59 moral choice, and suggests that while some level of reasoning
60 sophistication likely improves moral choices (as moral develop-
61 ment theory suggests), reasoning too complexly may detrimentally

62affect them (as theories of motivated moral reasoning claim). Our
63aim is to add nuance to the conversation about how our moral
64decision-making processes can be improved through better under-
65standing the role played by the complexity of the reasoning we
66employ when making these choices. In order to develop our
67hypotheses, we attend carefully to both of these contradictory tra-
68ditions within moral psychology, as well as on research on the role
69of reasoning per se in decision making more broadly. Understand-
70ing how our reasoning processes affect moral choices has the po-
71tential to help us move beyond simple comparisons that pit
72reasoning against other types of decision making processes in pre-
73dicting moral choices (Gunia, Wang, Huang, Wang, & Murnighan,
742012; Ham & van den Bos, 2010; Zhong, 2011), as well as inform
75how we educate new generations of professionals on how to be-
76have more ethically (Eynon, Hills, & Stevens, 1997; Fraedrich,
77Thorne, & Ferrell, 1994; Kohlberg, 1975; Treviño, 1992).
78In the pages that follow, we develop these opposing and com-
79peting predictions based on the research traditions from which
80they emerged, and then offer our alternative view that can inte-
81grate both sets of ideas—namely, that the relationship between
82reasoning and moral choice is curvilinear rather than linear. Com-
83peting hypotheses are relatively rare in the organizational sciences
84(Armstrong, Brodie, & Parsons, 2001), but can be a compelling tool
85with which to extend theory and reconcile different perspectives.
86Our ultimate hypothesis not only accommodates both perspectives
87but also underscores the importance of moving away from simplis-
88tic ways of thinking about how the complexity of our reasoning
89processes affects our moral choices.
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90 More reasoning improves moral choices

91 Many traditional moral philosophies, including, most obviously,
92 deontology (Kant, 1785/1993), but also utilitarianism (Mill, 1863),
93 assert that reasoning improves moral decisions, and that the high-
94 est levels of moral decision making require highly sophisticated
95 reasoning skills. Kohlberg’s seminal theory of moral development
96 (1969, 1975, 1984; Kohlberg, Hewer, & Levine, 1983) marries Kan-
97 tian philosophical frameworks with Piaget’s ideas about human
98 development (1965), and outlines a set of developmental stages
99 through which individuals pass as they become ever more ad-

100 vanced moral deliberators. Kohlberg, as well as Rest (1986), who
101 followed in Kohlberg’s footsteps, are the primary proponents of
102 the idea that more advanced moral reasoning will improve moral
103 choices.
104 Kohlberg’s theory focuses on the structure and sophistication of
105 an individual’s reasoning process rather than on its content or
106 behavioral prescriptions (Campbell & Christopher, 1996). Low
107 (preconventional) stages are characterized by primal, egoistic reac-
108 tions to outcomes, and moral choices are made on the basis of sim-
109 plistic calculi. Moderate (conventional) levels of moral reasoning
110 involve the application of internalized moral norms to the decision
111 at hand and interpreting the consequences of one’s actions in
112 terms of one’s duties to relevant others, rules and laws. Finally, ad-
113 vanced (postconventional) levels of moral reasoning require indi-
114 viduals to independently apply formal and universal principles to
115 a decision at hand (Kohlberg, 1969, 1975, 1984; Rest, Narvaez, Be-
116 beau, & Thoma, 1999; Treviño, 1992). These stages are hierarchical,
117 both cognitively and prescriptively: more advanced stages require
118 more sophisticated reasoning abilities, and lead to more optimal
119 moral choices. Kohlberg’s central claim—that more advanced levels
120 of moral reasoning are linearly and positively related to more eth-
121 ical choices—has found some empirical support (Colby, Kohlberg, &
122 Speicher, 1987).
123 Work that elaborates the difference between System 1 (affec-
124 tive and intuitive) and System 2 (deliberative and rational) think-
125 ing (Stanovich & West, 2000a, 2000b) suggests that developing
126 and engaging System 2 will help us overcome conflicts of interest
127 (Moore & Loewenstein, 2004) and minimize sub-optimal moral
128 decisions (Bazerman & Tenbrunsel, 2011), even if our natural incli-
129 nation is for System 1 processing. For example, Alter and col-
130 leagues found that reading information in a difficult font or
131 while furrowing one’s brow triggered deliberative (as opposed to
132 automatic) processing, reducing the effect of heuristics and default
133 responses on judgments and improved decisions (Alter, Oppenhei-
134 mer, Epley, & Eyre, 2007).
135 Complex reasoning ability is considered a key capacity individ-
136 uals need to develop in order to optimize their decision-making
137 ability more generally as well (Lohman & Lakin, 2011; Nickerson,
138 2004). For example, strategies such as creating checklists of neces-
139 sary steps for complicated procedures like surgery improve out-
140 comes and reduce errors in judgment by increasing the extent to
141 which individual think through their decisions and behavior in ad-
142 vance (Gawande, 2010; Weiser et al., 2010). Similarly, people make
143 better decisions when they weigh options jointly rather than sep-
144 arately (Hsee, Loewenstein, Blount, & Bazerman, 1999), a strategy
145 that requires more sophisticated reasoning capacities.
146 Additional research approaches the relationship between rea-
147 soning complexity and decisions from the flip side, and shows that
148 the absence of reasoning or deliberation undermines decision qual-
149 ity. For example, mindlessness—inattention to the elements or
150 consequences of a prospective behavior or decision (Langer,
151 1989; Langer & Moldoveanu, 2000)—has been studied at the trait
152 level as a predictor of unethical behavior (Ruedy & Schweitzer,
153 2010). Similarly, organizational scripts—schema-based knowledge
154 of behavior and behavioral sequences—facilitate cognitively

155simplistic behavioral responses in given situations (Gioia & Poole,
1561984). In the 1970s, safety concerns about the Ford Pinto car ought
157to have triggered a recall. It was not, and Dennis Gioia, a recall
158coordinator at the time, blames scripted behavior with the morally
159problematic outcome of leaving a dangerous car on the road. The
160organizational script he was following caused him to make an
161automatic choice, without reasoning through to its potential con-
162sequences, leading him to ignore the warning signs about the car’s
163safety records, with fatal moral consequences (Gioia, 1992).
164In another recent paper, Gunia et al. (2012) find that partici-
165pants who have been asked to contemplate their decisions in ad-
166vance lie less in a deception game than those who are asked to
167make immediate decisions, without the time to engage reasoning
168processes. Along similar lines, again following an argument that
169time provides the opportunity to deliberate, Shalvi, Eldar, and Ber-
170eby-Meyer (2012) manipulated the length of time participants had
171before an opportunity to lie (for money) about the outcome of a die
172roll. Consistent with Gunia’s findings, participants with more time
173lied less about the die roll outcome (Shalvi et al., 2012).
174While the understanding and manipulations of reasoning in
175these studies differ, they all view increasing the extent of deliber-
176ation or the degree of reasoning sophistication in advance of mak-
177ing a decision as a positive influence on decision outcomes.
178Together, this literature implies a positive and linear relationship
179between increasing levels of reasoning and moral choice.

180H1. There is a positive and linear relationship between reasoning
181and moral choice.

182More reasoning impairs moral choices

183The research documenting a linear and positive relationship be-
184tween moral reasoning and moral choice has not been as empiri-
185cally robust as researchers fully embedded in the rationalist
186tradition expected (Rest et al., 1999). This suggests that the rela-
187tionship between reasoning and moral choice may not as simple
188as this tradition supposed. From a social intuitionist perspective,
189reasoning processes are triggered after intuitive decisions have al-
190ready been reached (Haidt, 2001). This post hoc reasoning may in-
191clude sophisticated logic marshaled in order to support the
192intuitively formed behavioral preference. If one’s reasoning capac-
193ity is only engaged to justify an intuitively formed behavioral pref-
194erence, one is motivated to use reasoning to rationalize this
195preferred course of action rather than use it to deliberate through
196to the most optimal course of action.
197Though the social intuitionist model rejects the possibility that
198moral reasoning during the decision making process will affect the
199ethicality of one’s choices, the idea that the role of reasoning in
200moral choice is to justify commitments to a predetermined course
201of action dovetails nicely with work on motivated moral reasoning
202(Ditto et al., 2009) and moral rationalizations (Tsang, 2002). These
203bodies of work suggest that elaborate cognitive processes may be
204enlisted to help justify engaging in immoral actions without their
205attendant negative consequences. This tradition suggests that rea-
206soning processes are used selectively and elegantly to bolster ratio-
207nalizations for preferential courses of action prior to undertaking
208them (though perhaps after pre-committing to them).
209This understanding of the role that reasoning plays in moral
210choices directly contradicts the assumption about how reasoning
211works in the Kohlbergian world. While moral development theory
212sees complex reasoning as an effort to objectively determine mor-
213ally optimal action, theory on motivated moral reasoning sees
214complex reasoning part of what one does in order to subjectively
215justify morally sub-optimal choices. Put simply, when one is con-
216flicted about a potential course of action—when the choice one
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217 wants to make conflicts with the choice one knows one ought to
218 make (Bazerman, Tenbrunsel, & Wade-Benzoni, 1998; Tsang,
219 2002)—reasoning may be employed to help arrive at a resolution
220 that allows one to justify the ‘‘wanted’’ action over the ‘‘ought’’ ac-
221 tion (Heider, 1958).
222 As an example, participants in one study used more complex
223 thinking when asked to consider whether they themselves wanted
224 to go on a vacation at a Caribbean resort that used questionable la-
225 bor practices than when asked to consider the same holiday for
226 others (Paharia, Vohs, & Deshpandé, 2013). In this case, contem-
227 plating the holiday for oneself created a tension between wanting
228 to go on the holiday and knowing one ought not tolerate question-
229 able labor practices, a tension that was not triggered when think-
230 ing about the same holiday for someone else. Put another way,
231 complex reasoning helps to ‘‘shield the individual from the force
232 of his own internalized values’’ (Sykes & Matza, 1957, p. 669) when
233 engaging in immoral behavior.
234 Research on the pitfalls of cognitive complexity also supports
235 the idea that one can enlist complex reasoning to help individuals
236 reconcile want/should conflicts in favor of ‘‘wanted’’ outcomes. In a
237 study that investigated the cognitive complexity of politicians’
238 speeches and public statements about of slavery in pre-Civil War
239 America, the researchers found that politicians who were trying
240 to advocate for a course of action that provided a good deal of
241 political currency but which was impossible to justify on moral
242 grounds (weakly abolitionist statements) were the most cogni-
243 tively complex (Tetlock, Armor, & Peterson, 1994). Finding reasons
244 that allow us to engage in immoral behavior while thinking of it as
245 acceptable is a bit like having your cake (meeting moral constraints
246 by advocating against slavery) and eating it too (being politically
247 palatable to both sides by tolerating slavery in some respects): a
248 logical impossibility that may only be achieved with some fancy
249 cognitive footwork.
250 Work on motivated reasoning confirms that when individuals
251 desire a specific outcome, they will search for, and even conjure
252 up, reasons why their desire is justified. For example, individuals
253 motivated to make a discriminatory hiring decision will construct
254 criteria for the job that a desired candidate meets and weigh the
255 characteristics that desired candidate happens to have more heav-
256 ily in their hiring decisions (Uhlmann & Cohen, 2005). In other
257 words, one’s preferred course of action provides a directional moti-
258 vation (Kunda, 1990) to search for, attend to, and weight more
259 heavily any evidence that supports the preference (Ditto et al.,
260 2009).
261 A final body of work warns against the perils associated with
262 specific types of deliberation per se. In a series of experiments that
263 examined a simple and relatively inconsequential decision (which
264 strawberry jam to choose), Wilson and Schooler found that think-
265 ing too much (i.e., in conditions where they were asked to analyze
266 their preferences, or to evaluate all the attributes of the good) re-
267 duced the quality of participants’ decisions (1991). In somewhat
268 more consequential decisions, Small and her colleagues found that
269 triggering people to think analytically about reasons for charitable
270 donations reduced the amount individuals gave (Small, Loewen-
271 stein, & Slovic, 2007), and Zhong (2011) found that participants
272 in ‘‘deliberative’’ conditions (after answering math questions, or
273 reading instructions with decision words) lied more than partici-
274 pants in ‘‘intuitive’’ conditions (after answering questions about
275 one’s feelings or reading instructions with intuition words).
276 Taken together, studies suggest that there may be something
277 about reasoning itself—particularly highly complex reasoning—
278 that facilitates less moral choices. Reasoning may pose an ethical
279 danger as it may be selectively recruited to bolster the reasons
280 for engaging in a course of action that is not morally justified. It
281 also suggests that the process of deliberating leads individuals to
282 focus on non-moral factors, such as monetary payoffs, that might

283be used as a basis for making choices that benefit oneself to the
284detriment of others. Together, this literature suggests a negative
285linear relationship between reasoning and moral choice.

286H2. There is a negative and linear relationship between cognitive
287complexity and moral choice.

288Cognitive complexity is related to moral choice in a non-linear fashion
289When considered side by side, these two perspectives imply a
290third possibility. Perhaps one can both think too much and too lit-
291tle (Ariely & Norton, 2011). To reconcile these different perspec-
292tives, we might find that both high (thinking too much) and low
293(thinking too little) levels of reasoning complexity undermine mor-
294al choice. We propose that exploring the level of complexity of
295one’s reasoning processes as a continuous variable—specifically,
296thinking of reasoning as an element of decision making that can
297be more or less complex—can help us encompass both perspectives
298that thinking too little or too much is dangerous for moral choice.
299While the relationship between cognitive complexity and moral
300choice has not been investigated per se, there are indications that
301the relationship may be neither simple nor linear (Tetlock et al.,
3021994). To elucidate our thinking through the use of an example,
303imagine an executive who wants to hire someone to clean her cor-
304porate offices. One option is to hire a cleaning person under the ta-
305ble who does not have legal employment rights. While this will
306save a substantial amount of money on taxes and insurance, it con-
307travenes local employment regulations as well as moral proscrip-
308tions against hiring people without appropriate legal protections.
309The example of whether or not to hire this worker represents a
310classic and common type of moral choice: one between meeting
311one’s immediate and selfish preferences (cheap labor) and meeting
312the needs of one’s larger community (protecting the worker legally
313and the community by paying her related taxes) or social norms
314(refraining from exploitative labor practices).
315In making this decision, simplistic calculi about the cost savings
316of hiring the cleaner illegally do not require very complex reason-
317ing. A mindless and unreasoned decision might be to go forward
318with the immediately attractive option of hiring the cleaning per-
319son without paying all of her associated costs. Making the choice to
320save the money may simply be a ‘‘dominant response’’ (Zajonc &
321Sales, 1966), something one does when one has failed to think
322through the consequences of the decision beyond cost savings.
323However, thinking about this issue might trigger one to think
324about the inherent unfairness of employing someone without
325any legal rights, the tenuous position the cleaner will find herself
326if illegally employed, or the responsibility one has to the jurisdic-
327tions in which one is operating. These factors may cause one to
328pause before creating an under the table arrangement and resolve
329the dilemma in the favor of legal employment, to the detriment of
330one’s immediate cost savings. On the other hand, reasoning too
331complexly about the issue may provide individuals with the moral
332rationalizations they need in order to hire the cleaner without feel-
333ing any attendant distress about the true moral implications of this
334choice. Individuals who think about all the possible reasons why or
335why not a course of action might be justified are likely to weigh
336that information in a way that favors the self or an intuitively de-
337sired preference (Dunning, Leuenberger, & Sherman, 1995; Uhl-
338mann & Cohen, 2005). Reasoning extensively about this dilemma
339may add consideration of the endemic nature of illegal employees,
340how common it is that other companies avoid paying complete la-
341bor costs by hiring illegal workers, or even that the cleaning person
342herself may be personally better off if employed illegally.
343Thus, even with an awareness that refusing to pay a cleaning
344person’s associated costs of employment leads to social costs (in
345unpaid taxes and the potential for exploitive labor practices),
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346 engaging in this more extensive and complex deliberation may
347 well lead to the decision to save the money and hire the cleaner
348 illegally, with rationalizations to justify that problematic course
349 of action. This outcome is similar to the study that found that polit-
350 ical figures engaged in the most cognitively complex reasoning
351 when they wanted to accommodate slavery, within an awareness
352 that it was morally problematic and viscerally opposed by many
353 (Tetlock et al., 1994). It is also consistent with the study where
354 individuals recruited motivated reasoning to justify questionable
355 labor practices at the Caribbean resort, but only when contemplat-
356 ing the vacation for themselves (Paharia et al., 2013).
357 Integrating these two lines of thinking suggests that some com-
358 plexity in one’s reasoning may improve ethical behavior, but that
359 thinking too complexly may allow individuals to slip into the dan-
360 gers associated with moral rationalization. When one is in a situa-
361 tion in which one’s immediate self-interest conflicts with a social
362 good, self-interest is likely to win out if one thinks about the issue
363 simplistically, successfully ignoring the moral consequences of the
364 action. Yet in the same situation, enlisting our complex reasoning
365 processes may also allow us to dismiss the arguments against
366 the self-interested behavior. However, thinking through the deci-
367 sion at a moderate level of complexity would require the recogni-
368 tion of the legal and moral prescriptions against the mindless and
369 easy choice to save the money, but without the slide into moral
370 rationalization, and thus be more likely to lead to the acknowledg-
371 ment that this option is not fair as a citizen or as an employer.
372 This example illustrates the ethical tension between self-inter-
373 est—hiring cheap labor—and the greater good—paying taxes and
374 refraining from exploitive labor practices. Certainly, self-interested
375 actions are not universally unethical, and indeed, some theorists
376 would argue that ultimately, moral choices are always in one’s
377 self-interest (cf., Bowie, 1991; Frank, 1988). However, a substantial
378 proportion of moral decisions involve a tension between the
379 immediate self-interest of the actor and a greater good: whether
380 to overclaim credit for one’s work in a group project (Bradley,
381 1978), how to allocate bonus payments when one controls the
382 ‘‘pot’’ (Diekmann, Samuels, Ross, & Bazerman, 1997), or whether
383 to assign oneself preferential tasks (Batson, Kobrynowicz, Dinner-
384 stein, Kampf, & Wilson, 1997), as examples. In these cases, moder-
385 ate levels of reasoning complexity may help one move from a
386 dominant response of selfishness to an understanding of the other
387 stakeholders involved, but reasoning too complexly may allow one
388 to justify acting in one’s own self-interest to the detriment of
389 others.
390 We propose that, particularly when making moral choices that
391 pit one’s self interest against a greater good, reasoning will be re-
392 lated to moral choice non-linearly. Low levels of cognitive com-
393 plexity will allow dominant responses in favor of self-interest to
394 the detriment of community interests to prevail and high levels
395 of cognitive complexity will pave the way for moral rationalization.
396 Specifically, complex reasoning may improve our moral decision
397 making up to a point, at which point it may facilitate rationaliza-
398 tions that ease the dissonance triggered by unethical behavior
399 and led to a deterioration in moral decision making.

400 H3. The relationship between cognitive complexity and moral
401 choice is non-linear, such that the least ethical choices are
402 associated with the lowest and the highest levels of cognitive
403 complexity.

404 Study 1

405 Study 1 served two purposes. The central purpose of Study 1
406 was to examine the relationship between the degree of cognitive
407 complexity individuals employ in the decision making process

408and their moral decisions. As our moral choice, we use a dilemma
409that pits an individual’s immediate self-interest (immediately
410maximizing one’s job performance) against a greater social good
411(immediately saving lives). We use the construct of integrative
412complexity to investigate the impact of cognitive complexity on
413an individual’s behavior. Originating with Kelly’s personal con-
414struct model (1955) integrative complexity is a psychological con-
415struct that describes both the breadth of factors individuals use to
416assess a situation, and how well these factors are incorporated in a
417final decision (Driver & Streufert, 1969; Schroder, Driver, & Streuf-
418ert, 1967). Consistent with work on cognitive complexity more
419generally (Bieri, 1955; Driver & Streufert, 1969; Schroder et al.,
4201967), integrative complexity has been highlighted as an impor-
421tant factor in decision making, and used to predict Supreme Court
422decisions (Gruenfeld, 1995; Gruenfeld & Preston, 2000), political
423opinions about slavery and abolition (Tetlock et al., 1994), and
424decisions to go to war (Guttieri, Wallace, & Suedfeld, 1995; Sued-
425feld, Tetlock, & Ramirez, 1977; Wallace & Suedfeld, 1988).
426This construct is particularly useful in our context as it repre-
427sents a morally neutral measure of reasoning complexity. This is
428important given that our interest is to understand how the com-
429plexity of reasoning per se, distinct from the complexity of one’s
430moral reasoning, affects moral decisions. Assessing the role of inte-
431grative complexity on participants’ moral decisions allows us to
432determine whether the level of an individual’s reasoning complex-
433ity positively or negatively affects their moral decisions without
434confounding the results by using a measure of the complexity of
435one’s moral reasoning (e.g., Rest, 1990).
436A secondary purpose of Study 1 was to investigate whether ask-
437ing someone to reason in advance of making a decision led to dif-
438ferent decisions than asking someone to make an immediate
439decision. If the social intuitionist model is correct, and all moral
440reasoning is post hoc, then asking someone to reason about a deci-
441sion in advance of making it should have no effect on it. However, if
442reasoning in advance of making (or, at least, reporting) a decision
443makes a difference, then we can examine the role of cognitive com-
444plexity in those moral choices with some certainty that the reason-
445ing process itself has an effect on the ultimate decision.

446Method

447Participants
448Four hundred and fifty-eight MBA students in the UK (73%
449male; Mage = 29, SD = 3.14) participated in the study as part of a
450course requirement. Sixty-two nationalities were represented in
451the class, and they had on average 5.3 years of work experience
452(SD = 1.8, range 2–13).

453Task and procedure
454Participants completed an on-line survey in advance of starting
455the course. Participants read a dilemma that was based on an ac-
456tual dilemma described by a student the prior year, as part of an
457assignment requesting students to write about an ethical dilemma
458which they had personally faced at work.

459You work for a major television network and you and your team
460are one of the few on the ground in the early hours of a serious nat-
461ural disaster—a large coastal area has been completely flooded by a
462hurricane and its aftermath, and a low lying city now lies under 3–
4634 metres (12–14 feet) of water. Rescue efforts are struggling to save
464the many inhabitants still stranded by the storm. You have a boat
465with a capacity of six for your four person crew:

466� you as the producer,
467� a camera operator,
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468 � a sound tech, and
469 � an on-air correspondent.

470

471 You have to make a decision about who to send in the boat—in
472 other words: how many places on the boat should be taken up
473 by your crew, and how many places should be offered to the rescue
474 effort.

475 The dilemma pits self-interest against the value of saving hu-
476 man lives. As such, the greater the number of seats allotted to crew,
477 the less ethical the decision was considered.
478 We included an ordering manipulation in the study design. In
479 order to address the possibility that reasoning may work differ-
480 ently when it occurs before versus after making a moral choice,
481 participants were randomly assigned to two conditions. In the pro-
482 spective reasoning condition, participants’ explicit reasoning was re-
483 quested in advance of reporting their decision: ‘‘Please describe
484 your thinking as you make your decision about who from your
485 crew should go on the boat, and how many places on the boat
486 you should reserve for the rescue efforts.’’ They were provided with
487 an open-ended opportunity to respond. Then they were asked,
488 ‘‘How many from your crew would you send on the boat?’’ and gi-
489 ven the option of choosing between zero and four. In the retrospec-
490 tive reasoning condition, participants’ explicit reasoning about the
491 decision was solicited after reporting their decision.
492 Of course, it is impossible to ensure that participants in the pro-
493 spective condition truly waited until after reasoning through the
494 decision before making it. However, if reasoning about moral
495 choices is all post hoc, then we would not expect a difference in
496 the decision contingent on the ordering of when we asked partic-
497 ipants to reason about it. Finding a difference in the decisions made
498 contingent on the ordering when participants were asked to reason
499 about it provides some evidence that reasoning in advance of mak-
500 ing a decision matters, and strengthens our ability to make claims
501 that the reasoning itself influences the decision. Thus, we use the
502 ordering manipulation to establish the importance of reasoning
503 in advance of making the decision to the ultimate moral choice,
504 and then explore the relationship between complexity and moral
505 choice among those who engaged in the reasoning in advance of
506 the decision.

507 Measuring complexity
508 Responses to the open-ended question provided by participants
509 were evaluated for integrative complexity by a trained integrative
510 complexity coder who was blind to the study hypotheses and con-
511 ditions (Baker-Brown et al., 1992). Integrative complexity consists
512 of two components: differentiation (the breadth of factors or per-
513 spectives considered in the decision) and integration (the degree
514 to which the differentiated perspectives are assimilated in the
515 decision). In this coding, consistent with the methodology used
516 to measure integrative complexity, responses are scored on a scale
517 from 1 through 7. A score of 1 represents reasoning that ‘‘relies on
518 unidimensional, value laden, and evaluatively consistent rules for
519 processing information’’ and ‘‘indicate[s] no evidence of either dif-
520 ferentiation or integration’’ (p. 401). Scores of 3 ‘‘indicate moderate
521 or even high differentiation but no integration’’, and scores of 5
522 ‘‘indicate moderate to high differentiation and moderate integra-
523 tion’’ (p. 401). A score of 7 requires evidence of both high differen-
524 tiation and high integration. We provide some examples of the
525 reasoning used in this study, with their respective scores, below.
526 In order to ensure the reliability of the coding, a second trained
527 coder coded a subset of 40% of the sample passages. The integrative
528 complexity coding manual suggests that qualified coders should
529 reach an inter-rater reliability of .80 on a subsample of at least

53015% of any given data set (Baker-Brown et al., 1992, p. 405). The
531two coders ratings had an inter-rater correlation of .90 (per Tetlock
532& Boettger, 1994), a correlation of .83 (per Tetlock et al., 1994), and
533an ICC of .82, suggesting the coding was reliable.

534Controls
535We include participant sex (a dummy variable, male = 1) and
536age as controls, two demographic variables that meta-analyses
537confirm are predictive of moral choices (Kish-Gephart, Harrison,
538& Treviño, 2010). We also include four controls that might reason-
539ably be related to cognitive complexity, and may present an alter-
540native explanation for our effects. Thus, we control for whether the
541participant’s first language is English (dummy variable, English as a
542first language = 1), as this might influence the level of cognitive
543complexity employed when writing about a decision. We control
544for the participant’s GMAT score, as an alternative explanation
545for a relationship between cognitive complexity and moral choice
546may be intelligence. We control for the number of words the par-
547ticipant wrote, to ensure that a relationship between cognitive
548complexity and moral choice cannot be attributed to the length
549of the passage individuals wrote about the decision. Finally, we
550control for the time individuals spent writing the passage and
551making their decision. This helps control for the alternative expla-
552nation that the time spent contemplating the decision explains our
553results (Gunia et al., 2012; Shalvi et al., 2012).

554Results

555We found a difference between the prospective and retrospec-
556tive conditions in terms of how many of their crew members they
557reported they would send on the boat (Mprospective = 1.39, SD = 1.14,
558Mretrospective = 1.61, SD = 1.19, t(457) = 2.07, p = .039). This provides
559some evidence that reasoning in advance of the decision affects
560what moral choice is made, and that not all reasoning about the
561decision is post hoc. This finding supports our position that reason-
562ing in advance of the decision matters, and allows us to explore our
563central interest, which was to test the direct relationship between
564the integrative complexity of the decision response and the choice
565of how many crew to send on the boat. We therefore focused our
566analyses on the participants who wrote about the decision in ad-
567vance (the prospective condition), as those who wrote about their
568decision retrospectively would be engaged in post hoc reasoning
569(Haidt, 2001).1

570Table 1 presents the results of a two-step regression model in
571which we regressed moral choice (the number of their own crew
572the participant would take on the boat) onto sex, age, English as
573a first language, GMAT score, word count, and time spent reasoning
574about the decision. As is evident in Model 1, none of these controls
575were significantly related to the moral choice. In Model 2, we add
576the term for cognitive complexity, as well as the squared term for
577cognitive complexity (centering the variable at its mean value be-
578fore squaring it, per the recommendations of Aiken & West, 1991).
579Results indicated a significant curvilinear relationship between
580complexity and moral choice, such that individuals with the high-
581est as well as the lowest levels of complexity made the least moral
582decisions. Adding the squared term increased the R2 of the model
583by 5.7%, indicating that the quadratic term explained a significant

1 We note that the results of the regression analyses do not change if we analyze
the data from our whole sample. However, we believe that it is more appropriate to
analyze the data from the participants who wrote in advance of making the decision
separately, as they represent the population whose decision processes we are trying
to explore theoretically. Including the data from the whole sample adds individuals
whom we have asked to reason about the decision post hoc, and thus we cannot claim
these data speak to our research question directly.
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584 proportion of the variance in the moral choice, [change in F after
585 adding the quadratic term: F(2,179) = 5.39, p = .005].
586 We plotted this curvilinear effect, holding constant the values of
587 all the control variables at their mean values (see Fig. 1). At the
588 mean value of cognitive complexity (0 at the mean centered value),
589 individuals reported they would take 1.25 members of their own
590 crew on the boat. This number rose to 1.55 crew members at val-
591 ues of cognitive complexity 1 standard deviation below the mean
592 and rising to 1.76 crew members at the lowest values of cognitive
593 complexity, and 1.52 crew members at 1 standard deviation above
594 the mean and rising to 2.16 at the highest values of cognitive com-
595 plexity. These curves suggest that more cognitively complex rea-
596 soning increases the ethicality of decisions up to a point, after
597 which increasing complexity becomes associated with less ethical
598 decisions. This finding is consistent with Hypothesis 3, and high-
599 lights a potential reconciliation of the inconsistent predictions of
600 Hypotheses 1 and 2.
601 The role of cognitive complexity in less ethical actions at the
602 low and high ends of the cognitive complexity spectrum is evident
603 when reading the responses provided by participants. For example,
604 a low complexity participant (scoring a ‘‘2’’), wrote:

605‘‘I would take my whole crew and leave two places for rescue
606efforts. Television is there to transmit news and not to help on res-
607cue efforts. If I have a boat, why doesn’t the rescue efforts have a
608boat as well?’’

609This response indicates taking into account only one perspec-
610tive, and while the respondent does acknowledge that the rescue
611efforts have a different priority in the situation (hence scoring a
612‘‘2’’ rather than a ‘‘1’’), the respondent makes no effort to accom-
613modate, nor even validate the perspective of the rescue effort in
614his or her decision. This respondent took all four of their crew on
615the boat.
616Alternatively, a high complexity perspective (scoring a ‘‘7’’)
617stated:

618‘‘As a reporter it is my responsibility to get the news of this disaster
619out. I believe I can benefit these stranded people more and raise
620more money for post disaster recovery if I can get a compelling
621story out. Even if I manage to use the boat without my crew on
622board I can only get 6 people in there as opposed to raising the
623issue nationally and getting more people involved. However, I
624would try to and create the story with as small a crew as possible.
625If I can compromise on quality would do it but at the same time try
626and get a good story out. The viewers at home realize that it is a
627difficult time and one can in such circumstances compromise on
628quality. If the sound engineer can work from the shore and we don’t
629need to submit a story live then that his space can be used. When
630we are not submitting a report the boat can be used for rescue
631purposes.’’

632Evident in this response is an awareness of multiple points of
633view, and an effort to integrate across them. However, this integra-
634tion is used to make the argument that taking all of the crew is
635actually in the service of the rescue effort, arguably an effort of
636moral rationalization. Even though this respondent hinted that
637they might leave the sound engineer on shore, when asked to re-
638port how many of his crew he would take on the boat, he reported
639he would take all of them.
640Alternatively, the following is a perspective from a respondent
641who gave the boat over entirely to the rescue effort. Scoring a ‘‘3’’:

642I can appreciate that as one of the first crews on the ground captur-
643ing footage of the natural disaster would be valuable, however, the
644value of the footage is irrelevant when compared to human life. If
645the rescue efforts were struggling and the boat could be used to
646assist in the rescue effort then I think the obvious choice is to forego
647the opportunity to capture the footage and attempt to rescue as
648many people as possible.

649This account provides evidence of differentiation (saving lives
650vs. capturing valuable footage), but these dimensions are not inte-
651grated to the extent that the response coded a ‘‘7’’ did, which found
652a way to describe reserving the places on the boat for his crew as
653both optimal for the crew and for the rescue efforts.
654These results help provide evidence that the relationship be-
655tween cognitive complexity and moral choice is not simple or lin-
656ear, and that both very simplistic reasoning and very complex
657reasoning can lead to morally sub-optimal decisions.

658Study 2

659Though Study 1 demonstrates that the relationship between
660cognitive complexity and moral choice is not simple, the cross-sec-
661tional nature of the data means that the causal direction of the
662relationship is unclear. To address this limitation, Study 2 manipu-
663lates the complexity of individuals’ reasoning about the same mor-
664al choice as in Study 1.

Table 1
Summary of simple regression analyses for predicting the number of crew partici-
pants would take, Study 1.

Variable Model 1: Controls Model 2: Complexity

B SE B b B SE B b

Constant 2.07 2.12 2.32 2.10
Male �.065 .20 �.026 �.063 .20 �.025
English first language .091 .18 .039 .098 .17 .041
Age .006 .04 .013 �.001 .04 �.003
GMAT .000 .00 .009 .000 .00 .000
Word count .000 .00 .004 .001 .00 �.051
Time spent reasoning .000 .00 �.047 .000 .00 �.045
Cognitive complexity �.008 .05 �.013
Cognitive complexity2 .076 .02 .249**

R2 .01 .06
DF .15 5.39**

N = 187.
� p < .05.
** p < .01.
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Fig. 1. Mean number of crew by level of cognitive complexity, Study 1.
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665 Method

666 Participants
667 Eighty-one participants recruited from a UK-based subject pool
668 (36% male; Mage = 29, SD = 8.9) were offered a 10% chance to win a
669 £15 Amazon voucher for completing a survey on-line. About half
670 the sample was currently a student (47% full time and 7% part
671 time) and the remaining (46%) were members of the local
672 community.

673 Task and procedure
674 Participants read the same dilemma as in Study 1. However, be-
675 fore making their choice about how many crew to put on the boat,
676 they were randomly assigned to one of three (low/moderate/high
677 cognitive complexity) conditions. To our knowledge, cognitive
678 complexity has not been experimentally manipulated per se
679 (though some work, such as Tetlock & Boettger, 1994, has manip-
680 ulated other independent variables of interest–such as account-
681 ability – and shown they affect levels of complexity). In order to
682 explicitly manipulate the level of cognitive complexity individuals
683 brought to bear in their decisions, we created instructions based on
684 the conceptual/integrative complexity scoring manual’s instruc-
685 tions for scores of ‘‘1’’, ‘‘4’’ and ‘‘7’’—the low, mid-point, and high
686 anchors of the measure (Baker-Brown et al., 1992). We used those
687 instructions to create manipulations that would tap the key ele-
688 ments of cognitive complexity (differentiation and integration) dif-
689 ferently across the conditions.
690 The manual notes that scores of ‘‘1’’ are given when ‘‘the author
691 relies, without qualification, on a simple, one-dimensional rule’’ (p.
692 407). Thus, participants in the low complexity condition were asked,
693 ‘‘We would like you to identify ONE dimension of the decision at
694 hand that you think is important, and explain why it is important.’’
695 They were then provided with an open-ended text box in which to
696 write their answer. For scores of ‘‘4’’, authors ‘‘must indicate that
697 multiple perspectives or dimensions exits, and also that they could
698 interact’’ (Baker-Brown et al., 1992, p. 413). Participants in the
699 moderate complexity condition were asked, ‘‘We would like you to
700 identify TWO dimensions of the decision at hand that you think
701 are important, and explain why they are important.’’ They were
702 provided with two open-ended text boxes in which to write their
703 answers. They were also asked, with an additional text box, to
704 ‘‘state how the TWO dimensions are CONNECTED, and how you
705 will INTEGRATE these dimensions in the decision you are about
706 to make’’. Scores of ‘‘7’’ evidence multiple alternatives and factors
707 contributing to the decision, but also evidence of integrating across
708 these multiple perspectives in some global way (p. 417). Wanting
709 to keep the instructions as consistent as possible across the manip-
710 ulations, we asked participants in the high complexity condition to
711 identify FIVE important factors in the decision (with 5 separate
712 text boxes in which to respond), and then to integrate across those
713 five factors, with the same instructions as for the moderate
714 condition.
715 This manipulation is confounded with time, which is an inten-
716 tional part of the design for two reasons. If participants are re-
717 quired to spend the same amount of time contemplating a
718 decision, it is unclear whether it would be possible to keep partic-
719 ipants in low complexity conditions from using that time to delib-
720 erate, regardless of the instructions provided (Shalvi et al., 2012).
721 Additionally, if we created conditions that forced participants to
722 spend the same amount of time prior to the decision, but distracted
723 the low deliberation participants, then we would have created an
724 ‘‘unconscious thinking’’ condition (Dijksterhuis & Nordgren,
725 2006; Ham & van den Bos, 2010), which we wanted to avoid. We
726 therefore report results with and without controlling for time, to
727 show that our effect holds in both cases.

728Results

729We first wanted to confirm that our manipulation did influence
730the complexity with which individuals reasoned about the dilem-
731ma. We had a trained integrative complexity coder rate the pas-
732sages for integrative complexity. This analysis also showed a
733linear trend, F(1,69) = 16.69, p = .00, g2 = .20, with increasing cog-
734nitive complexity as participants moved from the low (M = 2.14,
735SD = 1.09), to the moderate (M = 3.50, SD = 1.14), and high condi-
736tions (M = 3.63, SD = 1.53). As a second manipulation check, we
737had a coder who was naïve to the study hypotheses rate each of
738the passages in terms of the cognitive complexity it demonstrated
739(on a 7-point scale), with complexity defined as ‘‘the extent to
740which the passage considered a breadth of factors or perspectives,
741and the degree to which the differentiated perspectives were
742assimilated within it’’. Results again indicated a strong linear trend,
743F(1,71) = 69.56, p = .00, g2�.49, with individuals in the low com-
744plexity condition (M = 1.55, SD = .67), demonstrating less complex-
745ity than individuals in the moderate complexity condition
746(M = 3.79, SD = 1.74), who demonstrated less complexity that those
747in the high complexity condition (M = 5.24, SD = 2.07),
748F(1,71) = 69.56, p = .00, g2�.49.2

749This study was designed to test the hypothesis that participants
750in the moderate complexity condition would decide to place fewer
751of their own crew on the boat, compared to participants in the low
752and high complexity conditions. Specifically, we hypothesized a U
753shaped quadratic effect, replicating the pattern of results from
754Study 1. As expected, the test of this quadratic effect was signifi-
755cant, F(1,78) = 4.11, p = .046, g2 = .05, such that the number of crew
756participants reported they would put on the boat was significantly
757lower in the moderate complexity condition (M = 1.48, SD = 1.26),
758than in both the low (M = 2.06, SD = 1.31) and high (M = 2.12,
759SD = 1.15) complexity conditions, see Fig. 2.
760As expected, participants in the low complexity condition took
761less time thinking about their decision (Mseconds = 101, SD = 112),
762than did those in the moderate (Mseconds = 337, SD = 524), and high
763complexity conditions (Mseconds = 534, SD = 682), F(2,78) = 5.75,
764p < .005, g2 = .13. We ran the same ANOVA including time spent
765deliberating as a covariate, to rule out that our effect was simply
766attributable to the time participants spent thinking before they re-
767ported their decision. Results remained the same after controlling
768for time: the quadratic effect of interest remained significant,
769F(1,77) = 4.08, p = .047, g2 = .05, with participants in the moderate
770condition still reporting they would take fewer of their own crew
771on the boat (EMM = 1.47, SE = .25) compared to the low
772(EMM = 2.09, SE = .23) and high (EMM = 2.12, SE = .27) complexity
773conditions.
774This study provides a second piece of evidence that Hypothesis
7753 is supported, and that the moral choice is detrimentally affected
776at the lowest and the highest levels of cognitive complexity when
777reasoning about the decision. Importantly, this study manipulates
778individuals’ levels of cognitive complexity, allowing us to make
779causal inferences about the role that cognitive complexity plays
780in the decision making process.

781Study 3

782Using one direct and one manipulated measure of cognitive
783complexity, Studies 1 and 2 demonstrated that moral choices are
784most likely at moderate levels of complexity. However, both stud-

2 The manipulation checks have fewer degrees of freedom than the rest of the
analyses because seven of the participants left the passage blank, and two could not
be coded for integrative complexity (they only wrote a few words). However,
excluding these participants from the rest of the analyses does not materially change
the results.
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785 ies use the same moral choice, which could be considered a ‘‘right/
786 right’’ dilemma (Tenbrunsel & Smith-Crowe, 2008). One could ar-
787 gue that placing more crew on the boat may ultimately help more
788 individuals in need of rescue, as it allows the television crew to
789 publicize their plight. Arriving at that realization (or rationaliza-
790 tion, depending on your evaluation of the dilemma) may require
791 more deliberation, and may be why high levels of cognitive com-
792 plexity are associated with sending more crew. Therefore, in Study
793 3 we sought to replicate our effect using a social dilemma: a moral
794 decision where individuals receive higher payoffs for making self-
795 interested choices, but which, if replicated by other participants in
796 the dilemma, results in suboptimal outcomes for everyone (Dawes,
797 1980; Weber, Kopelman, & Messick, 2004). In addition, we sought
798 to replicate our effect using a behavioral outcome of consequence.
799 In this case, the selfish choice in the social dilemma was directly
800 tied to participants’ monetary payout.

801 Method

802 Participants
803 Two hundred and twelve US-based participants (74% male;
804 Mage = 28, SD = 9.3) were paid $0.50 for completing a study on-
805 line, with the opportunity to earn up to an additional $2.50,
806 depending on the decision they made during the experiment.

807 Task and procedure
808 Participants were presented with a social dilemma based on the
809 Shark Harvesting and Resource Conservation exercise (Wade-
810 Benzoni, Tenbrunsel, & Bazerman, 1997). The exercise is based on
811 the collapse of the North Atlantic cod fishing industry in the
812 1980s, in which continued overfishing—a behavior which was in
813 any individual fisherman’s self-interest—led to the near oblitera-
814 tion of the cod stocks off the coast of Canada (Steele, Andersen, &
815 Green, 1992). Adaptations of the SHARC exercise have been used
816 to study behavior in social dilemmas in prior research (i.e., Epley,
817 Caruso, & Bazerman, 2006; Kopelman, 2009).
818 Participants were informed they worked for the Large Commer-
819 cial Fishers Association (LCFA), which, along with three other
820 groups, harvests sharks. Participants were told that the annual to-
821 tal of the four Associations’ harvesting rates had been 5000 metric
822 tons, a level that had led to an overharvesting of shark. To avoid the
823 shark’s eventual extinction, participants were told it was necessary
824 to reduce the overall harvest across the four associations by half, or

825a total of 2500 metric tons. As the LCFA representative, they were
826informed they had the first say in determining how many of the
8272500 total metric tons permitted in the next year the LCFA would
828harvest for itself. They were informed that their role in the exercise
829was to represent the interests of their association, the LCFA, which
830currently harvests 1400 metric tons of shark annually—represent-
831ing about 15% of the LCFA fishers’ income. As the LCFA representa-
832tive, their income would be tied to the harvesting rates of the
833Association such that they would earn $1.00 for every hundred
834metric tons the LCFA harvests annually. Individuals were also pro-
835vided with information about the three other Associations who
836represent the interests of shark harvesters, and their respective
837harvesting rates.
838Participants then paged forward to the cognitive complexity
839manipulation. We used the same manipulation of cognitive com-
840plexity that we did in Study 2, and then asked participants to de-
841cide how much of the 2500 metric tons they were going to
842harvest on behalf of the LCFA, and how much they were going to
843leave for the other three fishing associations. The bonus that they
844earned for the experiment was directly tied to the selfishness of
845their decision on behalf of the LCFA. Our dependent variable was
846the number of metric tons that they chose to harvest, which
847tracked the bonus they earned for the experiment.

848Results

849We again wanted to check that our manipulation had affected
850the complexity of the participants’ responses. We used the first
851of the two coders employed in the manipulation check for Study
8522 (still blind to the conditions and hypotheses) to again code each
853of the passages in terms of the cognitive complexity they demon-
854strated (on a 7-point scale), using the same definition as for Study
8552. The manipulation was successful, such that individuals in the
856low complexity condition (M = 1.44, SD = .65), demonstrated less
857complexity than individuals in the moderate condition (M = 3.63,
858SD = 1.30), who demonstrated less complexity that those in the
859high condition (M = 4.85, SD = 1.63) complexity conditions,
860F(2,207) = 131.6, p = .00, g2 = .56.3

861The participants’ decisions about how many metric tons of
862shark to harvest ranged from 200 to the maximum limit of 2500
863(M = 1506, SD = 564); thus, the bonus the participants were paid
864ranged from $0.20 to $2.50. As in Study 2, our interest was again
865in testing the planned contrast between the average harvesting
866levels for the low and high complexity conditions and the average
867harvesting level for the moderate condition. This planned contrast
868tests the hypothesis that the harvesting rate would decrease from
869the low complexity condition to the moderate complexity condi-
870tion, and then increase again for the high complexity condition.
871As expected, the quadratic effect was significant, F(1,209) = 4.34,
872p = .038, g2 = .02, such that individuals in the low (M = 1521,
873SD = 564) and high (M = 1609, SD = 596) complexity conditions
874took more of the overall resource, and a larger financial bonus
875for themselves ($1.52 and $1.61, respectively), than individuals in
876the moderately complex condition (M = 1395, SD = 596, or $1.39,
877see Fig. 3).
878As with Study 2, this manipulation was confounded with time.
879Participants in the low complexity condition took less time
880(Mseconds = 56, SD = 54), than those in the moderate condition (Msec-

881onds = 163, SD = 127), and those in the high complexity condition
882(Mseconds = 240, SD = 144, F(2,209) = 45.61, p = .00, g2 = .30. We
883therefore ran the same ANOVA including time spent reasoning as
884a covariate, and the planned quadratic effect remained significant,
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Fig. 2. Mean number of crew by level of reasoning complexity, ±1 SE, Study 2.

3 This analysis has fewer degrees of freedom that the rest of the analyses because
two of the participants left the passage blank. However, excluding these participants
does not materially change the results.
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885 F(1,208) = 3.99, p = .047, g2 = .02), with participants in the moderate
886 condition (EMM = 1402, SE = 66) still harvesting less of the common
887 resource (and taking less bonus for oneself) compared to the low
888 (EMM = 1471, SE = 72) and high (EMM = 1657, SE = 74) complexity
889 conditions.4

890 This study replicates the results of Studies 1 and 2, using a dif-
891 ferent moral choice with a non-hypothetical behavioral conse-
892 quence. The results provide help us generalize the conclusion
893 that moral decisions will be less optimal when reasoning at low
894 or high levels of cognitive complexity.

895 Discussion

896 The impact of reasoning on moral decisions has received signif-
897 icant theoretical and empirical attention, but previous explorations
898 have focused on comparing deliberative to other processes, rather
899 than investigating how the structure of our reasoning might influ-
900 ence moral decisions. This paper aimed to tackle the black box of
901 how the structure of our reasoning processes in advance of making
902 a decision can influence moral choice, going beyond the simple
903 assertion that thinking per se helps (or hinders) moral choice.
904 We examined, instead, how the complexity of our reasoning pro-
905 cesses influences moral outcomes.
906 Study 1 demonstrates that the relationship between cognitive
907 complexity (measured using the construct of integrative complex-
908 ity) and moral choice is curvilinear, such that cognitive complexity
909 is positively associated with moral decisions up to a point, after
910 which it becomes negatively associated with them. Study 2 repli-
911 cates this result, manipulating rather than measuring complexity.
912 Using a different type of moral decision, Study 3 provides another
913 replication of the curvilinear relationship between cognitive com-
914 plexity and moral choice using a behavioral outcome: taking a lar-
915 ger bonus for oneself in the face of a social dilemma where the best
916 outcome for the community is to take less.

917The findings from these three studies offer a number of theoret-
918ical, empirical and practical contributions. Theoretically, our re-
919sults suggest that the two contradictory perspectives on the
920relationship between reasoning and moral choices—that increasing
921the sophistication of one’s reasoning will improve moral choices,
922and that increasing the sophistication of one’s reasoning will im-
923pair moral choices—are both right and both wrong. Consistent with
924the rationalist perspective, cognitive complexity is associated with
925moral decisions to a point, after which, and consistent with per-
926spectives that focus on motivated reasoning and rationalization,
927it becomes negatively associated with such decisions. This paper
928highlights how cognitive complexity can improve moral decision-
929making, but can also be marshaled in the service of less ethical out-
930comes. These results highlight the need for a more comprehensive
931framework that details the role of moral reasoning in moral psy-
932chology and includes consideration of the level of cognitive com-
933plexity, in addition to the presence or absence of reasoning, as an
934important factor in the ethical decision making process.
935It is important to note that we are not suggesting that high lev-
936els of complexity always have suboptimal outcomes. Indeed, Tet-
937lock argues that the benefits of cognitive complexity will be
938contextually determined (1992). Our paper actually fits nicely in
939the landscape of research on cognitive complexity, showing pitfalls
940of both cognitively simple reasoning and of cognitive complex rea-
941soning: in our case, both facilitate morally sub-optimal decisions in
942comparison with moderate levels of cognitive complexity. It ap-
943pears that moderately complex reasoning moves one away from
944easy reliance on self-interested choices, without falling prey to
945rationalizations of those same choices.
946We also make a number of empirical contributions. First, by
947examining and testing a curvilinear effect, we respond to recent re-
948search that has indicated that non-linear effects may be consis-
949tently overlooked in organizational research (Ames & Flynn,
9502007; De Dreu, 2006; Groysberg, Polzer, & Elfenbein, 2010). The
951curvilinear relationship we find between complexity and moral
952decisions further highlights the need to expand our empirical
953investigations beyond simple effects. Second, we examine our
954hypotheses using the construct of cognitive complexity, a variable
955that we both measure and manipulate in two ways. To our knowl-
956edge, this is the first time cognitive complexity has been directly
957manipulated (though accountability manipulations had an inci-
958dental effect on integrative complexity in Tetlock & Boettger,
9591994), and our results suggest that doing so may be helpful for
960researchers interested in this construct to better support causal
961claims. Finally, we respond to the call to examine different types
962of ethical dilemmas, investigating our hypotheses in both ‘‘right-
963right’’ and ‘‘right-wrong’’ decisions (Gunia et al., 2012; Tenbrunsel
964& Smith-Crowe, 2008).
965Practically, our findings qualify the common ‘‘think about it’’
966recommendation for ethical decisions. This is an especially impor-
967tant implication, given that teaching individuals how to reason
968through moral dilemmas in more sophisticated ways has been a
969hallmark of business ethics education for the past two decades
970(Jones, 2009; Treviño, 1992), as it has been for ethics training for
971medical professionals (Self, Baldwin, & Wolinsky, 1992), accoun-
972tants (Eynon et al., 1997) and engineers (Self & Ellison, 1998).
973Our findings suggest that this pedagogical approach may benefit
974from amendment: thinking through ethical dilemmas in sophisti-
975cated ways may positively impact moral outcomes up to a point,
976but going too far may lead to unintended effects, actually promot-
977ing less moral decisions. Our manipulation of cognitive complexity
978also suggests another practical contribution: specific directions
979that may elicit optimal levels of reasoning. Asking individuals to
980think about a moderate number of dimensions of the decision that
981are important (versus few or many) may be one way to promote
982ethical outcomes.
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Fig. 3. Mean bonus earned by participants by the amount of the common resource
(shark harvest) claimed for organization, by level of reasoning complexity, ±1 SE,
Study 3.

4 We included an attention check at the end of this study, which asked participants
to recall the original harvest level of the LCFA. In all, 58 participants did not
successfully recall 1400 as the original harvest rate. When these participants are
dropped from the sample, the quadratic effect remains significant, F(1,151) = 4.52,
p = .035, g2 = .03, as it does when time is controlled for the same sample,
F(1,150) = 4.31, p = .040, g2 = .03.
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983 It is important to note that two of the studies reported in this
984 paper were conducted in an experimental setting and thus the re-
985 sults must be interpreted with the limitations of this methodology
986 in mind. This methodology allows us control, replicability and the
987 ability to determine causality. In addition, it would be difficult to
988 manipulate cognitive complexity in a more naturalistic setting.
989 However, as this limitation is considered it is worthwhile noting
990 that our samples are considerably diverse, in terms of nationality,
991 ethnicity, age, and work experience. Study 1 used a sample of MBA
992 students from 62 different countries, with an average age of 29
993 (range from 23 to 44), and an average of 5 years of work experience
994 prior to entering the program (range from 2 to 13). Study 2 used a
995 sample drawn from a general UK population with an average age of
996 29 (range from 20 to 72), less than half were full-time students
997 (47%), and the sample was also ethnically diverse (57% white,
998 18% Indian, 10% Asian, 6% Black, and 9% other). Study 3 used a sam-
999 ple drawn from a general US population with an average age of 28

1000 (range from 18 to 65); again, less than half of the sample was stu-
1001 dents (46%). The diversity of these samples adds robustness to our
1002 conclusions, as they hold across individuals with a wide range of
1003 nationalities, multiple ethnicities, a wide range of participant ages,
1004 and substantive work experience. Even so, the extent to which
1005 these results would replicate in a specific organizational sample re-
1006 mains an open question.
1007 In addition, this study did not explore the role of individual dif-
1008 ferences. While the experimental design of Study 2 and 3 (com-
1009 pared to Study 1) alleviate the concern that differences observed
1010 are due to characteristics of the individuals (Shadish, Campbell &
1011 Cook, 2002), hence reducing the need to measure and control for
1012 them, it would be interesting to examine how individual differ-
1013 ences play a role in the relationship between reasoning complexity
1014 and moral choice. For example, individuals who are high in trait
1015 levels of Machiavellianism (Christie & Geis, 1970), or moral disen-
1016 gagement (Detert, Treviño, & Sweitzer, 2008; Moore, Detert, Tre-
1017 viño, Baker, & Mayer, 2012) may be less affected by the
1018 complexity of the reasoning they use in any particular decision
1019 than others, being more predisposed towards less ethical decisions
1020 in general5. Future research should also investigate how other traits
1021 that impact ethical decisions, including age, gender, and religiosity,
1022 interact with the level of cognitive complexity individuals employ
1023 to predict outcomes of moral decisions.
1024 Our studies are also limited in the sample of ethical dilemmas
1025 that we could test. While our argument was focused on moral
1026 choices that pitted an individual’s immediate self-interest with a
1027 greater good, we did use two different dilemmas: one that was
1028 more representative of a ‘‘right-right’’ dilemma and one more rep-
1029 resentative of a ‘‘right-wrong’’ dilemma (a social dilemma, in this
1030 case). However, it would be useful to test how levels of cognitive
1031 complexity affect a wider variety of moral choices, and explore
1032 whether the hypothesized relationship is supported across an ar-
1033 ray of dependent variables. Specifically, it would be useful to see
1034 if this relationship held for a decision that even more directly pit-
1035 ted right against wrong. Even in the social dilemma, a participant

1036could have framed taking more of the resource in moral terms,
1037as ensuring that the association he or she represented was pro-
1038tected going forward6. However, in a context where an unethical
1039temptation is less justifiable, like mugging a pensioner, cognitively
1040complex reasoning may not lead to less ethical choices, as rational-
1041izations in these situations are harder to come by.
1042Future research should also investigate the mechanisms under-
1043lying the curvilinear relationship between cognitive complexity
1044and moral outcomes. It is quite possible, for example, that the
1045mechanism underlying the positive relationship between com-
1046plexity and moral outcomes at the low end of the complexity range
1047is different than that underlying the negative relationship at the
1048high end of the complexity range. Low levels of cognitive complex-
1049ity may be associated with less ethical decisions because they facil-
1050itate self-interested decisions without worrying about the negative
1051consequences to other stakeholders, whereas high levels of cogni-
1052tive complexity may be associated with less ethical decisions be-
1053cause they facilitate moral rationalization. Future research should
1054investigate what drives low and high levels of complexity to be
1055associated with less ethical decisions.
1056Finally, it would also be important to explore boundary condi-
1057tions of these effects. For example, the relationship between com-
1058plexity and moral outcomes may be constrained to the first portion
1059of our curvilinear relationship (a linear and positive relationship),
1060when a given issue elicits more normative certainty, due to a more
1061limited ability to justify such behavior. An individual’s organiza-
1062tional context may also represent an important moderator to
1063examine in future research. Contexts where individuals must often
1064balance their self-interest against the greater good may be partic-
1065ularly prone to the dynamics we demonstrate here. In contrast, the
1066medical profession typically encourages a focus the best interest of
1067the patient, rather than to balance the doctor’s self-interest against
1068the patient’s. Since the medical context has fewer opportunities for
1069rampant self-interest than (perhaps) banking, complex thinking
1070may not have as many negative consequences for doctors it may
1071for financial professionals.

1072Conclusion

1073The field of behavioral ethics has grown tremendously in the
1074last decade, significantly enhancing our knowledge of why and
1075when people make unethical decisions. However, if the field is to
1076continue provide new insights, it is imperative that we understand
1077the complexities of the ethical decision making process. Doing so
1078will require us to go beyond the study of simple effects to investi-
1079gate more complex relationships with a goal of developing en-
1080riched theoretical frameworks. We hope this paper provides a
1081step in that direction.
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